
SOUTH AMERICAN CALL, INC 
Working on the Amazon River, the slums of 

Chimbote and Now Costa Rica

Greetings from South American Call..

Just a quick update to tell you about the plans 
that  are  developing  for  the  rest  of  the  year. 
First of all, Judy and I will be taking our Covid 
shots  next  week.  After  we have both shots  I 
plan to do a full  schedule of presentations in 
the churches. I will begin contacting all of you 
in the next week or so to schedule if you like. I 
have really missed being in your churches and 
am very eager to get back into our routine. 

I am communicating with Bishop Eric Downs 
in  Arkansas  about  an  exploratory  trip  to 
Honduras. Covid still has it locked down at this 
moment  but  he  is   hopeful  that  it  will  open 
soon. He is being very helpful. He has offered 
the use of  his  compounds where we can stay 
with  showers,  etc.  He  has  translators  and  a 
wealth of knowledge about the country. He has 
offered to go with us on our exploratory first 
trip and already I have several people wanting 
to accompany us. We have to look at it “on the 
ground”. Phones, etc., are good but before we 
begin  to  make  any  commitment  we  must  go 
there  and  see  it  for  ourself.  No  doubt  the 
ministry will be somewhat different there. We 
will have to adapt to a different country and a 
very different set of circumstances.  

Meanwhile the ministry in Peru continues. The 
workers  in  Pucallpa  are  learning  how to  deal 
with the house church projects. I need so badly 
to be there in person to have teaching sessions 
with  them.  But  at  this  point,  Peru  is  very 

inaccessible.  In  fact,  in  Chimbote,  (soup 
kitchen location) they are having problems just 
getting to the bank to withdraw the funds we 
send  to  them.  Please  pray  that  Peru  and  all 
countries will  open up and allow the work of 
missions  to  go  forward.  This  pandemic  has 
been very  hurtful  to all  mission work around 
the world.

We are fully set up with the feeding station in 
Costa Rica and we appreciate the response to 
this  need.  I  am very  happy  to  be  associated 
with  Bishop Jose Angel.

If you want to go ahead and schedule with me 
you can call me at 423-309-5217 at any time..

May  God bless  you  as  we  labor  together  for 
Him who called us to this marvelous light.

Joe Mercer


